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  Celebrate World Rhino Day with 22% off Rhino Field Kits! Sale ends 11:59 pm 9/23
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                            About  Mile Marker

We are an ISO 9001:2015 certified organization and a TACOM approved supplier, with our 
patented hydraulic winch being the only approved winch for the U.S. Military’s HMMWV (Humvee).

                                  LEARN MORE
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    From Our Customers

    
      
      
        from 60 reviews
      
  

          
  Rhino pull 1000 is a back safer
 I'm 74 years old, I'm still helping others move furniture and appliances.  I put a D-ring on the bed of my dump trailer, to connect the Rhino 1000 to. I used to try and find others to help load the trailer. I no longer need to do this because I use the Rhino wench and trailer ramps for loading.  It not only saves time, but it also saves my back and best of all, its alot saver handling heavy loads with control.

 
 
   Ronald F McFarland 
  03/06/2024 
 
   [image: Rhino Pull 1000 Battery]   Rhino Pull 1000 Battery 
  
    
  Perfect for Seadoo Spark
 Use this to put a Seadoo Spark in and out of the water off a 4 foot sea wall with a ramp system. Awesome.

 
 
   M.C. 
  03/03/2024 
 
   [image: RHINO PULL 1000 Portable Electric Winch]   RHINO PULL 1000 Portable Electric Winch 
  
    
  Wench Cover
 This was a replacement for the one had before tat had gotten pretty ratty. Good Quality and fit.

 
 
   Robert Cochran 
  02/12/2024 
 
   [image: Full Size Neoprene Winch Cover]   Full Size Neoprene Winch Cover 
  
    
  Excellent winch
 I have had my Mile Marker low pressure winch for almost 11 years and have been pleased with it. I have been through the US, Mexico and Canada in all weather conditions and with every use it has not failed me. I would definitely buy another winch from MM again.

 
 
   C.W. 
  02/04/2024 
 
   [image: Low Pressure Hydraulic Winch]   Low Pressure Hydraulic Winch 
  
    
  
 Perfect

 
 
   Jason 
  01/24/2024 
 
   [image: Electric Remote]   Electric Remote 
  
    
  Customer service
 I recently received a defective hub which was purchased through a third party. the company policy states I would have to pay shipping costs on the replacement. After reviewing the situation the rep told me it was clear to them the part was damaged in manufacturing. They waived all fees and sent a new hub. This whole exchange happened in less than 12 hours! I could be happier, thanks mile marker (and Doug in particular!)!!!!

 
 
   j.s. 
  01/12/2024 
 
    Mile Marker Industries 
  
    
  Great all around winch
 Love the portability!

 
 
   Darwin Williams 
  01/10/2024 
 
   [image: Rhino Pull 1000 Battery]   Rhino Pull 1000 Battery 
  
    
  MM Mission 12K
 installation was easy and operation is normal.   This is my first time with synthetic line so i don't have an opinion on that yet.  I will say that the Wireless remote while it works good is not as precise as the manual switch especially when just bumping the unit to take up slack ect..

 
 
   MARK HILL 
  01/04/2024 
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  Awesome service
 The part was exactly as planned,  top notch service and speedy delivery! I'll use again!

 
 
   Shirley Pierce 
  12/25/2023 
 
   [image: WH-2 ROLLER FAIRLEAD (ATV WINCHES)]   WH-2 ROLLER FAIRLEAD (ATV WINCHES) 
  
    
  Thanks for being so helpful!
 Customer service is on point from diagnostics to sales. Thanks for making my life easier.

 
 
   Sean Lawrence 
  12/21/2023 
 
   [image: Solenoid Kit for ES Winches]   Solenoid Kit for ES Winches 
  
    
  Rhino field kit review
 This kit is awesome. From the layout of the foam inserts packing everything in a logical order and the different items were easy to find. The case it is in is very tough so will last on the trail use. As always with Mile Marker gear is very easy to use and great designs. Definitely a 5 star.

 
 
   Carolyn Lawson 
  12/19/2023 
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  Part I ordered  for wheel  winch mount
 Fast delivery  and part fit great I would  order  for you guys again  in future  😊

 
 
   Kory dobson 
  12/18/2023 
 
   [image: Kawasaki 400 Prairie '97-'02 Winch Mount]   Kawasaki 400 Prairie '97-'02 Winch Mount 
  
    
  Great customer service
 I bought a pair of manual locking hubs off of Amazon for my Explorer. They seem to be good quality of a build but on my first trip using them, one of them failed. I reached out to the customer service and they shipped me two new hubs for free. Very pleased with the customer service of this company and stand by their product. Will definitely being going with mile marker products in the future.

 
 
   DANIEL WARREN 
  12/08/2023 
 
    Mile Marker Industries 
  
    
  Rhino Field Kit
 I purchased this winch and accessories for my husband. We are both very impressed with the field kit. The storage crate it comes in is amazing (wheels, extendable handle, deep foam cutouts for each item). And the winch and its accessories are very sturdy and well crafted. This was a good purchase! 


My thanks to Doug and Shaun who were very helpful in processing my order and promptly resolving a

shipping/payment issue (not caused by Mike Marker).

 
 
   C. 
  12/06/2023 
 
    Mile Marker Industries 
  
    
  Great Winch Holder
 If your interested in having a winch attached to your vehicle, a hitch receiver and this mount will do the trick.  No need to change out your bumpers, just attach the winch to the Cradle Winch Mount for Trucks/SUV, slide it into your receiver, and your good to go.  Great piece of off-roading equipment at a fantastic price.  And if you have two receivers - one front, one rear - you have double the pulling.  Just move it front or back.

 
 
   GEORGE DALTON 
  11/27/2023 
 
   [image: Cradle Winch Mount for Trucks/SUV]   Cradle Winch Mount for Trucks/SUV 
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                          Mile Marker                      
                           February 12, 2024                        
                        

                        
                          Sage Karam                          
                        
MOORESVILLE, N.C. - Mile Marker and Sage Karam are thrilled to announce an associate sponsorship for the Xfinity Series season-opener...
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                          Mile Marker                      
                           January 17, 2024                        
                        

                        
                          Unleashing Superior Performance: The Mile Marker 549 Premium Locking Hubs                          
                        
Greetings, off-road enthusiasts and 4×4 aficionados! Today, we're diving into the powerhouse that is the Mile Marker 549 Premium Locking...
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                          Product Comparison: Portable Winches                          
                        
A portable winch can make any lifting task easier. It goes wherever you go and gets the job done. Compare...

                          Read More
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